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ABSTRACT

One of the most widespread epidemics is ARDs. Because of a limited number of hospital beds and hospital staff, hospitals cannot provide sufficient service and support to large numbers of suspected ARD patients. Many patients who are suspected of having acquired ARD have normal vital signs and can be transferred to home care service. Due to the possible incidences of deaths, this paper is aimed to propose a suspected ARD patient monitoring and controlling system by using mobile technology to remotely monitor home care patients with suspected ARD in order to reduce the difficulties of caring for these patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute Respiratory Diseases (ARDs) are group of diseases which their route of transmission is airborne and droplet transmission. Epidemics and pandemics of ARDs (e.g. bird flu and AH1N1 flu) have widely spread to world populations, thus the monitoring and controlling of epidemic of ARDs are required [7] [8] [10]. ARD symptoms include fever, cough, sore throat, coryza, shortness of breath, and wheezing or difficulty in breathing [11] [12] [13]. Because ARDs symptoms are almost like the symptoms of general respiratory tract infection and influenza, high risk patients and patients with the ARDs criteria were considered to admit only.

Actually, people who are contaminated with pathogen caused ARD can be categorized to two groups: ARDs patient and suspected ARDs patient. In epidemic period, there were two difficulties to support contaminated patients: limited hospital beds and insufficient hospital staff. Thus, patients who have the early symptoms of ARDs or suspected in ARD have transferred to home care service because patients in this group have a normal vital sign. The current monitoring and control in the period of ARDs epidemic focus on patients who were admitted in the hospitals. Home care patients with suspected ARD cannot make a decision when they should visit hospital; it lead to the incidents of death of ARDs patient who had the criteria symptom ARDs at home. Although every country implements public health practices, all these practices are often not enough to monitor and control an epidemic. For this to be successful, many countries apply technology to healthcare with the aim to monitor and control epidemics by distributing to their populations health knowledge related to epidemics. The two main technologies currently used to provide health services for people are electronic-based and mobile-based applications.

To apply technologies into health services, health websites have been created to provide knowledge related to epidemics. People can search for more information to prevent and protect themselves from the spread of epidemics. In addition, health applications are created to collect patients’ information, predict, and locate epidemics. However, a geographic gap and a socioeconomic gap have been identified in the use of electronic-based applications and health websites. Many low-income people do not have their own computers and electricity services do not cover remote areas. Because of these two gaps, inequitable access to health services remains a problem.

With the development of communication technology, mobile technology can be applied in the healthcare system. Many projects related to epidemics have been produced and implemented in numerous countries, especially in the developing world. However, there are only a few mobile applications to monitor and control epidemics because it is a more complex application than surveying and providing knowledge. The widespread ARD epidemics and the deaths of ARD patients from severe symptoms are because existing systems do not provide rapid detection of ARDs. Therefore, the development of a new mobile application to support early detection in ARDs is required. The main objective of this study is to apply mobile technology to monitor and control ARDs patients at home by: 1) identifying the suitable pattern to monitor and control suspected ARD patients at home; 2) identifying the suitable mobile application development tool to develop a mobile application to monitor and control suspected ARD patients; and 3) developing a mobile application to monitor and control suspected ARD patients.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This study reviews the epidemic control in ARDs including mobile technology and tools used to monitor and control ARDs. WHO [27] defines ARDs as “upper or lower respiration tract illnesses, usually infectious in etiology, which can result in a spectrum of illnesses ranging from asymptomatic or mild infection to severe and fatal disease, depending on the causative pathogen, environmental, and host factors”. There are many pathogen caused ARDs such as H5N1, AH1N1, and Streptococcus. The route of transmission of ARDs is airborne and droplet, thus this group of diseases can be developed from endemic to epidemic or pandemic quickly after its spread. The symptoms of ARDs include fever, cough, wheezing, and difficulty in breathing and the initial treatment of ARDs is based on patients’ symptoms. Specific treatments are used after physicians have recognized the results of blood tests or nasal swab test for pathogen culture. Vaccinations have been produced and used for prevention, but only after an epidemic has spread. The standard management for suspected H1N1 and H1N1 patients was introduced by WHO [28] for the last H1N1 epidemic in 2009. The algorithm used to manage patients with suspected ARD based on hospital treatment capability. When ARDs contaminated patients visit a hospital, they were treated based on patient’s symptoms. Contaminated patients who have high risk for complication (for example, patients with chronic cardiovascular diseases, chronic broncho-pulmonary diseases, pregnant women, over 65 years old and younger than five years old), and contaminated patients who have severe symptoms of ARDs are considered to be admitted in hospital and treated with anti-viral drug [21] [26]. However, many contaminated patients are diagnosed as suspected ARDs or the diseases related to respiratory tract infection, such as pharyngitis, influenza, and upper respiratory tract infection have transferred to home care service [2] [9] [15]. They had to take care themselves at home.

There were many mobile applications introduced in healthcare services based on five application types: health education awareness, remote data collection, remote monitoring, communication and training for healthcare workers, and diagnostic and treatment support [24]. A mobile application for remote monitoring is applied to monitor high distant home care patient such as a chronic patient with stable symptom. There were several applications developed to remotely monitor patients. A summary of features and functions of mobile health applications in remote monitoring category is shown in Table 1. Only SIMpill Solution for TB provides the decision support function. However, its function suggests the simple method to resolve the problem in patients who forget to take medication. The Mobile Care Support and Treatment Manager (MCST) application provides two types of usage, namely, group and individual, and the former allows group members to share their care experiences with each other. Most mobile health applications [20] for remote monitoring use a PDA as the mobile device and applications installed for individual usage. Most servers have operating systems compatible with a mobile device platform; this allows mobile applications to work as dependent platforms. Therefore, people who want to use the system need to have a mobile device with a compatible operating system to run an application.

### Table 1: A Comparison of Mobile Health Applications for Remote Monitoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>Report</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Alert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell-Life (created for health workers) [3] [4] (<a href="http://www.cell-life.org">www.cell-life.org</a>)</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Aged Diabetic Assistant (CADA) [5] (<a href="http://www.cadaproject.com">www.cadaproject.com</a>)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colecta-PALM for HIV treatment support [6] (<a href="http://colectapalm.org">http://colectapalm.org</a>)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Care, Support and Treatment Manager (MCST) [18] (/www.freedomhivaids.i n/mCST.htm)</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>yes (alarm setting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMpill Solution for TB [22] (<a href="http://www.SIMpill.co.uk">www.SIMpill.co.uk</a>)</td>
<td>graphic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Health Pet [23] (<a href="http://www.tridedalo.com.br/f">www.tridedalo.com.br/f</a> ahane/index.htm)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mobile technology has become an important technology to provide convenient communication especially in remote areas. Mobile technology consists of three main components, which are wireless network technologies, mobile devices, and mobile application development tools. The development of each component has to support the other. There were many wireless network technology developed and each type of wireless network technology provides the different speed and range of coverage. Applying wireless network technology to health projects, project managers have to consider the issue for mobile health, such as security, bandwidth, and supported device. Notebook PC, handheld PC, and smart phones are the favorite devices used in the mobile health
projects.

In summary, there are two main elements that directly affect the development of mobile applications to support the remote monitoring and controlling of epidemics in patients with ARDs. They are domain knowledge in epidemic control and development of technology. All population groups have the same opportunity to contact an ARD because it is caused by a pathogen that spread in the air and in shared areas in public places. An effective mobile application should support various mobile device platforms. In addition, any mobile application to be used to monitor and control patients with suspected ARDs should help users to early detect the ARD before patients become severely sick with ARD symptoms.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The system consists of five elements to support the remote monitoring and controlling of ARD suspected patients (see Figure 1). Firstly, a mobile web application server is utilized to manage all system functions and to generate the suitable markup language for each mobile device after a WAP or HTTP request is received. Secondly, a wireless network infrastructure is used as the communication media between mobile devices and servers. Thirdly, a system database is used to store data from both users (hospital staff and ARD suspected patients) based on a database schema. For the fourth element of support, the hospital staff use PCs or laptops to access the system for checking their patients’ progressive symptoms, and lastly, ARD suspected patients use a mobile device to access the system to monitor and control their symptoms.

Case Study: The Royal Thai Marine Corp Healthcare Unit

The Royal Thai Marine Corp Healthcare Unit is located in The Royal Thai Marine Corp in Chonburi Province, Thailand which provides the services of a primary hospital. It has one physician and 23 nurses who take care of The Royal Thai Marine Corp personnel and it provides 100 hospital beds to support its patients. To control the most recent ARD epidemic (H1N1 flu), this healthcare unit provides a screening room to investigate patients who have the influenza-like symptoms. Moreover, all hospital beds in this healthcare unit are for influenza-like symptoms only. Patients who have other diseases or symptoms that require admission are directly referred to H.M. Queen Sirikit Hospital after being investigated by hospital staff. A Royal Thai Marine Corp Healthcare Unit report (2009), states that in the period of the H1N1 epidemic situation (June - September 2009), 326 patients visited this healthcare unit and every day new cases were admitted. The infectious control guidelines, which are used in this healthcare unit, are based on the guidelines for infectious control for ARDs.

The Royal Thai Marine Corp Healthcare Unit has two work shifts: office hours (8.00 to 16.00) and after hours (16.00 to 8.00 the following day). A physician and two nurses are on standby to take care of patients during the office hours but only two nurses are on standby to take care of patients after hours. In the H1N1 epidemic period, all patients who were diagnosed with a common cold, influenza, pharyngitis, tonsillitis, unidentified cause of fever, and upper respiratory tract infection were admitted for observation of ARD symptoms [19]. These patients were observed for fever for seven days and if they did not have a fever (body temperature lower than 37.5˚C) they were discharged. If their fever was equal to or more than 38.5˚C for three consecutive days, they were diagnosed and treated as ARD patients. Following this, the hospital staff immediately referred all ARD patients to the infectious control unit of H.M. Queen Sirikit Hospital for proper treatment.

System Requirements

The system works as a medical application, thus the two requirements are required: domain knowledge requirement and users’ requirement. These requirements are used to create functions for monitoring and control home care patients with suspected ARD.

Firstly, the domain knowledge requirement was gathered from interviewing three experts including an infectious control consultant, a home visit nurse, and a supervisor nurse. An infectious control expert recommends that the
Ministry of Public Health of Thailand’s pattern and investigation form be used to monitor and control suspected ARD patients at home. The expert also suggests requirements for infection prevention and control of epidemic and pandemic-prone acute respiratory diseases in health care created by WHO in 2007, to control suspected ARD patient’s environment. From interviews conducted in this study, a home-visit nurse recommends that the hospital staff empower home care patients to check and record their basic vital signs (including body temperature, pulse, and respiratory rate recordings). A supervisor nurse suggests that suspected ARD patients should record their body temperature and other symptoms related to ARD twice a day: in the morning and in the evening. The pattern used to monitor and control suspected ARD patients in the novel system is summarized as a flow chart in Figure 2.

**Figure 2** Pattern for monitoring and controlling suspected ARD patients in the system

Secondly, there are two main groups of users who access to the system which are hospital staff (include physicians and nurses) and patients. The requirements of each group of users are listed in the following.

1. **Hospital staff**
   a. Early detection by displaying an alarm message when patients’ symptoms get worse in ARD criteria
   b. Display knowledge related to ARDs infection
   c. Track patients’ symptoms and medication records
   d. Report patients’ symptoms and medication in individuals and groups of patients
   e. Recommend symptom-based nursing care.

2. **Patients**
   a. Direct contact to hospital staff via a mobile phone
   b. User identification to secure patient information
   c. Support various mobile device platforms.

**Data Requirement**

This system is directly linked to a hospital information system (HIS), therefore patients’ personal data and hospital staff personal data are retrieved from the HIS database. The username and password of each patient is added to HIS to access hospital’s online services. The necessary data used to monitor and control suspected ARD patients can be categorized into four groups: hospital staff profile, ARDs suspected patient profile, monitoring and controlling profile, and environment profile.

**SYSTEM DESIGN**

This study applied rule-based decision support model into the system. This system operates as a decision support system for patients as it provides automatic information support based on a suspected ARD monitoring and controlling pattern. This system consists of 32 rules for making decisions for each patient. Figure 3 shows the decision support rules to create this system.

**Figure 3** Rule-based decision support in the system

In this phase, this study designs a new system for monitoring and controlling suspected ARD patients at home by using mobile devices through a wireless network connection. The processes of the system are shown in Figure 4. This system is designed by using the Object-Oriented System Analysis and Design based on user requirements. The system use-case diagram, system class diagram, system sequence diagram, activity diagram, and deployment diagram are used to describe the system.

The ARD monitoring and controlling system is a mobile web-based technology and ASP.NET programming language is predominately used to develop this mobile health application [1] [16] [17] [25]. The database management system used in the system is SQL server. There are two
methods for users to access the system depending on the device type: a pocket PC and a mobile phone. The deployment diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.

The system supports two groups of users: hospital staff (laptop/PC user) and patient (mobile phone user), thus two guidelines are applied to design the user interfaces. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 is used as the guideline to design the user interface of the web application to run on a PC or laptop. The Mobile Web Best Practices 1.0 is the guideline used to design user interfaces of mobile web applications to run on mobile phones.

For mobile users, the system provides three options for a patient after he/she passed the verification process. A patient can record daily symptom, record environment, and view own symptoms summary report. The system will display an alert message when patient’s symptom is in the ARDs criteria, or recommendation for caring of each symptom message if patient is still in the suspected ARDs status. The system also displays a recovered ARDs message when a patient was monitored more than seven days without ARDs criteria. Infectious control for patients, a patient has to record patient’s environment. If patient lives in the incorrect environment for controlling ARDs spreading, the system will display a message suggesting the suitable environment for home care patient with suspected ARD. The examples of mobile user interfaces for patient are shown in the Figure 10.

Figure 4 System flow chart of ARDs suspected patients monitoring and control system

Figure 5 The deployment design of the system

After the hospital staff passed the user verification process, the system categorizes users into two groups: physician and nurse. Each user can operate in the authenticated functions only. A physician is responsible for adding treatments for a new suspected ARD patient (see Figure 6). For a nurse, he/she is responsible for adding information related to monitoring and controlling patient with suspected ARD before patients monitor themselves at home (see Figure 7). Moreover, the system provides two main reports for the hospital staff which are individual and group reports. There are four types of group report in the system: No ARDs, Suspected ARDs, ARDs, and the overall patient status. Figure 8 shows a report of the overall patients which the system calculates in real time. In addition, the system also provides the report to show real-time trend of ARDs of patients in the system (Figure 9).
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The system was implemented on laptop with Windows Vista operating system. ASP.NET programming language was used to create all functions in the system. The MD chart.exe and MS chart_VisualStudioAddOn.exe were installed as the adding components of Visual Web Developer 2008 Express Edition for providing all chart images in the system. The suspected ARD patient monitoring and controlling system was run on an Ms SQL 2008 server. However, two inconveniences were experienced in the deployment process. Firstly, chart images could not be displayed, and secondly, Ms Access 2007 database could not be accessed. These two problems came about from a mismatch between the server and the development environment. Thus, to display chart images, an image chart control component was added into the web configuration file. For database connection, the MS Access 2007 database was changed to MS Access 2003 version. After the web configuration was edited and changed to MS Access file format, the error messages disappeared.

All functions and user interfaces in the system were tested separately based on system use-cases. Four tests were conducted: namely, integration testing, system testing, multi-platform testing, and acceptance testing. The system passed in all test processes of each testing. To be platform-independent, the system was tested on four mobile operating systems: 1) Symbian (Nokia 6210 Navigator); 2) MS Windows Mobile (HTC P3400i); 3) Rim BlackBerry (BlackBerry Bold 9000, curve 8900); and 4) Apple iPhone (iPhone 3G). All of the devices could fully operate all functions in the system. Text and image navigation were linked to the valid target with correct attached variables. All the mobile devices showed the structure of the display as designed. However, the iPhone 3G showed small displays when it initially accessed every page. To solve this problem, the iPhone 3G’s zoom function was adjusted in order to show display screens clearly.

For system evaluation, the system was evaluated in four aspects (information quality, system quality, decision support tool, and the overall of the system) by hospital staff and patients from Royal Thai Marine Corp Health Care Unit. The system evaluation was based on a 3-point rating scale (3=strongly agree, 2=agree, 1=disagree). 20.83% of hospital staff rated the mobile application as “agree” in term of “easy to learn how to use the system” (average score 2.79). 13.64% of patients rated as “agree” in term of “easy to learn how to use the system” (average score 2.86). 36.36% of patients voted as “agree” in term of “ease of use” (average score 2.64). These results maybe come from the difference of user experience especially mobile users; all participants never operated on mobile web application before they used the system to monitor themselves. Moreover, some hospital staffs are familiar with paper-based working style.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

In the past decade, there have been many ARD epidemics, and they have spread across the world because the early symptoms are similar to a simple respiratory tract infection. However, since some suspected ARD patients have good vital signs, and the number of hospital beds for admitting infectious patients is limited, physicians allow home care for them. As a result, this group of patients often spreads their contagious pathogens into the community because they are not monitored and controlled properly. Many mobile applications are applied to health care services, but most of them aim to improve the data collection capability. Some of them aim to keep track of home care patients, but in such cases, the developed mobile application is a platform dependent application. This study successfully developed a platform independent mobile application to keep track of patients, and then used the data to support decision making in order to care for patients with suspected ARDs.

The system was developed using object oriented analysis and design. Two requirements were essential; since the system was developed as a medical application, both domain knowledge in ARDs and user requirements were needed to design the system. The results of interviews with experts and the clinical practice guidelines for AH1N1 were used to create a pattern to monitor and control suspected ARD patients. The use-case diagram, class diagram, sequence diagram, activity diagram, and deployment diagram were designed based on users’ requirements. Two main user groups used this system: the hospital staff and patients. The hospital staff accessed the system through a PC or laptop, and the patient group accessed the system through a mobile phone. A patient identification number or HN was used to identify patients in the hospital information system (HIS), and it was used as a key to access the system.

To evaluate the system, the hospital staff used a laptop to operate the system, while patients used a mobile phone. The system was evaluated for information quality, system quality, decision support tools, and the overall satisfaction with the system. Some hospital staff participants in the evaluation process commented on the need for more patient information on ARD symptoms to be provided by the system. For some hospital staff, it was difficult to operate the system due to little computer experience as they usually work in a paper-based format. However, all hospital staff were satisfied with the overall system. Patients commented on the need for more information related to the care required of ARD symptoms from the system, such as knowledge related to ARD prevention. Some patients had never operated an application on a mobile phone, thus they thought it was not easy to use or learn the system. However, most patients were satisfied with information quality, system quality, decision support tools, and the overall system.

In the future, the system should be developed to support new coming mobile phone, such as 3G and 4G mobile phones. The system should be further tested and evaluated during the epidemic season with a higher number of participants and various user groups, especially mobile clients. This system can be applied to other domains of home care for disease(s) with time-dependent disease pattern (DHF, abnormal fetal movement in pregnancy, and head injuries); they have a suspected status which their symptoms have to observe. The system can be further developed as a network approach for monitoring and controlling epidemics in communities.

For future work, to effectively control epidemics, a Geographic Information System can be integrated into mobile web applications. The patients’ landmark location (latitude and longitude) will be new data fields included the database and used to display the epidemic areas (epidemic zone, warning zone, and safe zone). Mobile clients can display the map in terms of map image that are already computed in the server. This study applied a rule-based model as the decision support pattern for suspected ARD patients. However, a future decision support model can integrate a case-based model with a rule-based model to predict the symptoms and provide the proper solutions for patients in each case. In addition, mobile web applications can be developed to connect with portable medical machines, such as blood glucose meters and blood pressure monitors. From the connection, blood pressure and blood glucose data can directly be tracked and sent to the server for real time monitoring of patients with chronic disease.
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